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 The most important
site we didn’t know 
about.

 Official link:
www.olemiss.edu/mwp

 Actual Location:
www.olemiss.edu/depts/english/ms-writers

 Had to retrieve from backup files following 
calls from Tennessee and Colorado.

 Lesson: Keep track of what you have.

http://www.olemiss.edu/mwp�
http://www.olemiss.edu/depts/english/ms-writers�
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 IE6 vulnerability was 
exploited in a cyber 
attack against Google.

 Google signals end of 
IE 6 support. Blames 
Chinese government.

 France discourages 
IE6 usage.

 Germany discourages 
all IE usage.



 Google Analytics for UM shows decreasing 
percentage of traffic from IE.



 Software upgrade allows 
ISS to interact directly 
with Web.

 First tweet: 
"Hello Twitterverse! We r 
now LIVE tweeting from 
the International Space 
Station -- the 1st live 
tweet from Space! :) More 
soon, send your ?s"

http://www.pcworld.com/article/187512/the_first_tweet_from_space_and_other_twitter_firsts.html�


 “The Vatican reaches out to 
priests, asking them to 
embrace the Internet and 
Web 2.0 tools like blogging 
in order to reach followers 
around the world.”

http://www.eweek.com/c/a/Midmarket/Pope-Asks-Priests-to-Embrace-the-Web-Blogs-141150/�


http://www.zipskinny.com/index.php?zip=38655�


 Justice Department 
brought in on cases of 
mandating Kindles for 
vision-impaired 
students.

 Text-to-speech 
functionality is 
present, but the 
menus themselves 
aren’t accessible… yet.

http://news.cnet.com/8301-17938_105-10434512-1.html�




 Sometimes the app for a Web site is better than 
the Web site itself. (LinkedIn, Facebook)

 Mobile sites (Flickr, Youtube) are often friendlier, 
simpler,  on-point, and plenty functional.

 A cleaner, friendlier, intimate UI opens computer 
use to children and elderly.  Finger controls allow 
toddlers to play games with the same device a 
grandmother uses to check e-mail.

http://bit.ly/dja58H�






 Steve Jobs’  iPad demonstration 
showed a blue box in place of an 
Adobe Flash element.

 Other comments have suggested 
lack of interest in support for 
Flash.

 HTML 5 may negate the need for 
Flash… in a few years.

http://blogs.zdnet.com/BTL/?p=30646�


 The World Wide Web consortium (W3C) approves 
the standards that browser programmers are 
supposed to follow.

 These standards define the set of markup tags to 
be used and the rules about how they will be 
interpreted/rendered.  

 Example: When we put a <p> in our page’s code, 
the browser should have a rule explaining what 
to do with it.  



 We currently code under the HTML4.01 and 
XHTML1.0 specifications.

 HTML5 and XHTML5 are the next set of 
specifications still in development.

 Although it will take years for the specifications 
to reach final recommendation status (like, 
2022!), parts of HTML5 are going to be finished 
and implemented in browsers before then.



 Drop old tags that are replaced by CSS (<font>, 
<center>)

 Add semantic tags to replace generic ones 
(<nav>, <article>, <footer>)

 New functionality through standardized 
interface (<audio>, <video>)

 Adoption of the Canvas element (for building 
graphs, animations, etc.), ability to use inline 
MathML, drag-and-drop  features, and more.



Coming to Secure5 and Cedar:
 Apache Server 2.2.11
 MySQL 5.0.67 & 5.1
 PHP 5.2.9

Tests are still underway…



 Offering Basic and Advanced Web design next 
week.

 Both courses booked up the day the schedule 
was announced.

 Overflow available if you want to bring a laptop 
with Dreamweaver already installed and sit on 
the side.



 Plans in development: half or full day seminars, 
one day a week for six weeks, offered twice.

 Topics
 HTML & CSS (to catch everyone up)
 Using the new templates
 Mobile site considerations
 Using Flash video
 jQuery

 Any suggestions?
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